
From: me@warrenbolton.com
Sent: Friday, 26 February 2021 10:07 AM
To: 'Radix'
Subject: RE: Radix Website - Unsuspension Request for ozfacebook.site

1 Do you have any evidence the site has been used for  “phishing activities.”

2 How did you become aware of the existence of the site?

3. Did you review the content of the site before you blocked it?

Also when I purchased the domain I was not required to agree to the conditions on your site – why
not?

Await your advice

Regards

Warren Bolton
Mobile     Int.  614 293949 04
Aust.                 04 293949 04 

From: Radix
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2021 12:24 AM
To: me@warrenbolton.com
Subject: Re: Radix Website - Unsuspension Request for ozfacebook.site

Hi Warren,

Domain name ozfacebook.site is suspended based on a proactive analysis where the domain is found to be
similar to the brand Facebook, Inc. Such domains have shown a high tendency to been used for phishing
activities.

Moreover, registering domains similar to trademark associated brands is a violation of our Acceptable Usage
Policy listed at https://radix.website/policies-docs/Radix-AcceptableUsePolicy.pdf. As such a suspension action
was conducted in this case.

Please feel free to revert, should you have any further concerns about this matter.

Regards,
Abuse Mitigation Team
RADIX

On Thu, 25 Feb at 3:40 PM , Warren Bolton <me@warrenbolton.com> wrote:
You received an Unsuspension Request from Radix Website:
Name: Warren Bolton
Email: me@warrenbolton.com
Domain: ozfacebook.site
Source: Proactive Analysis
Reason: Malware/Phishing
Message: At about 630 tonight I went to open the above website and received the message on the
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browser that it could not reach the server I then rang up Go Daddy to investigate as to the situation
with mye website which went live about last Friday after a considerable investigation I was told you
had terminated use of the domain I had purchased from you through Go daddy They sent me to
your site and gave me you email address On you site I was informed that The domain
ozfacebook.site is currently suspended, The domain was suspended based on or proactive analysis
where similar pattern domains were reported and suspended for abuse. And that To get the domain
name unsuspended, please update the reason for registering this name and/or the purpose it will be
used for. I was also advised ServerHold is a status applied on a domain name by the Registry
Operator. Your domain is not included in the zone file and will not resolve. It is an uncommon status
that is usually enacted during legal disputes or when your domain is subject to abuse cases. Except
for the vague reason offered above I wish to know under what process and basis did you determine
that my website constituted “the subject of an abuse case” or the subject of a “legal dispute” which
required you to take the action you did? The website is a simple one page of text with no
interactivity between any visitor and anybody else it contains no other code but HTML. It constitutes
entirely “public comment” on the current international dispute between the Australian government
and Facebook I consider your reaction a serious violation of the contractual obligation between
myself and your organisation for the delivery of the services for which I have paid. In the absence of
a satisfactory explanation for your actions and the instant relase of the Server Hold I will take action
to address this commercial abuse by the unjustified ‘obstruction of performance’ of what I see is my
commercial rights to use the product lawfully for the purposes it was purchased and provided.
Filename: https://radix.website/unsuspension/1614247792_ozf.png
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